The Latest Evolution of Embroidery
Technology by Melco

High Speed Modular Embroidery System
At a Glance:

Customers demand quality embroidery
on a variety of products. EMT16 PLUS
will meet that demand.

Increased Processing Power: More power
means enhanced overall performance.

Reliability: EMT16 PLUS is built on a solid foundation
Flex Multi-Head Production: Scalable multihead performance that leaves standard mult-head ma-

Progressive speed
changes combined with pantograph and needle case re-

And, this high tech, modular system
is scalable, so it will grow with your
business.

Contact Your Local Melco
Distributor for More Information
& Pricing.

Melco models.

Up to 30% More Stitches Per Bobbin:
Fewer bobbin changes means reduced downtime per

Outstanding Stitch Quality: Embroidery has
-

Large Storage Capacity: EMT16 PLUS is capable of loading the largest embroidery designs.
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Greater precision with bobbin control also enables the
platform—introducing EMT16 PLUS, the latest evolution of
Melco embroidery technology.
What to expect from EMT16 PLUS: Increased processing
power leads to outstanding stitch quality, enhanced opera-

PLUS is sure to impress your most discerning customers.
This also allows for a slightly looser bobbin tension and

business.

Large Storage Capacity: EMT16 PLUS is capable of load-

Flexible Multi-Head Production:
tion operators report that four EMT16 PLUS machines can
Reliability: You can count on EMT16 PLUS to deliver
quality embroidery on a consistent basis, across the widest
variety of products.
Recent testing on Melco EMT16 PLUS shows this machine
to be the most reliable of any machine produced by Melco

conducted on Melco machines. Testing was done on a variety of
materials and products, including 3D foam puff, hats, t-shirts, and
broadcloth. Thread types used: Polyneon, Rayon, Metallic, Bur-

EMT16 PLUS will embroider multiple thread types,
including: Polyneon, Rayon, Metallic, Burmilana, Fire-

needed.
Newly implemented
progressive speed change functionality enables
a gradual shift in sew speed, as opposed to
an abrupt change from one speed to another. This creates smooth machine operation,
reduced noise levels, and greater bobbin
tension control. For embroidery machine

stitching.
Precise Bobbin Control:

-

system the EMT16 PLUS is able to get up
ous Melco machines. Fewer bobbin changes means reduced downtime per machine,
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